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Abstract: Age-related changes to the vocal structure affect the singing ability of the singer. We present a longitudinal study of vocal ageing of a female professional playback singer having more than six decades of singing span (covering singer age from 19 to 80 years). The ageing analysis is performed on six vocal parameters like – fundamental frequency (F0), vibrato, formants and spectral features like spectral roll-off and centroid. Statistical variations in these vocal parameters over the entire singing span of the singer are discussed in the paper. Significant effects noted with the ageing voice were - decrease in F0, decreased vocal range, reduction in vibrato rate, increase in vibrato extent, decrease in F2 & F4 formants and rapid change in the spectral features. This investigation also studied the effect of ageing on singing voice quality through the measurement of singing power ratio (SPR). Increase in SPR measures was observed with ageing voice. The study of impact of vocal ageing with longitudinal data on singer identification (SID) is scarce. The SID experimentation performed with 350 cappella songs covering entire singing span of the singer, showed a clear impact that change in acoustical parameters with ageing affected the performance of singer identification systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ageing is a natural phenomenon in humans. Change in voice is observed at different stages over the lifespan – early childhood, teenage, youth, adulthood and in aged adults. Male adults undergo larger extent of age related voice changes especially during puberty, while female observe it around menopause [1]. The effect of change in voice is significant in professions like actors, singers, voice dubbing artists etc. The common age related signs in older singers that affect singing are loss of elasticity in lungs, reduced blood supply to larynx, stiffening of vocal folds, and changes in respiratory and cardiovascular system [2-3].

The factors contributing to changes in F0 are the physiological modifications such as changing dimension of vocal folds due to contraction of the thyroarytenoid muscle, increased mass, disorganization of the collagen fibers in the cartilages and surface irregularities [4]. These changes eventually affect the vocal fold vibration, resulting in F0 inaccuracies over the period of time.

The key acoustic feature that adds certain naturalness to the singing voice is “Vocal Vibrato”. The primary origin of vibrato lies with the muscles controlling the larynx, the rhythmic variation of which in response to sub-glottic pressure leads to production of vibrato [5]. Age related modifications on larynx like – calcification of the cartilages, changes in laryngeal blood supply, thickening of laryngeal epithelium, reduced nerve conduction velocities has been reported [4]. These changes in larynx in turn affect the stability of vocal fold vibration, thus affecting the control of vibrato with age. The formants are the natural resonances of the vocal tract are also important acoustic feature of singing voice. The various degenerative changes in the vocal tract morphology changes the volume of the vocal tract [6] causing lowering of formants frequencies. This effect is greater in females than in males [1].

The hormonal fluctuations cause higher impact on voice disorders in females than in males [7]. In the survey on professional female singers conducted by Anne Elise [8], the average age for best performance reported by female singers is 30 to 50 years, after which there is decline in performance due to menopausal vocal syndrome. In another survey of Martha Elliott [9] almost 50% female singers observed noticeable changes in the vocal system due to hormonal changes within a year after menopause.

Several experimental studies have attempted to measure the aging effect on the acoustical parameters. The experimentation on group of 72 healthy singers from age group 20–93 years for sustained production of vowel /a/, confirmed the significant decrease in F0 with age in women, while older men showed significantly higher F0 standard deviations than middle-aged men [10]. Sundberg, J. [11] observed decrease in vibrato rate with singer age and found that this decrease varies significantly at different ages among singers, with the average age around 60 year. Ulrich et al. [12] studied the effect of aging on formants of male speakers and found no significant effect on F2 or F3. Similar study by Eichhorn et al. [13] claimed effect of aging speakers on F1, F2, and F3 were vowel specific and no significant effect observed for F4. The commonly reported effects observed on vowel formants of speakers are lowering of F1 with slight to moderate decrease in F2 [14-16].
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The purpose of this study is to focus on the effect of aging collectively on large number of singing voice parameters. Firstly it is observed that most of the aging analysis has been performed on speakers, either for sustained vowels, reading passages or recorded materials for speech related features like speech rate, sound pressure level, F0, F0 range, vowel formants, voice range profile, tremor or shakiness in the voice [1,12, 17-21]. But singing is different from speaking. Singers need responsive and precise control of number of vocal parameters like the respiratory system, laryngeal muscle activity and articulation of formants. Therefore in singing the dependence of voice parameters is more clearly evident. The effect of aging, therefore, is expected to be more pronounced on singing. Secondly, several research studies have attempted to acoustically measure the aging analysis using cross-sectional data i.e. by comparing categories of age groups from young to elderly wherein the participants (speakers or the singers) differ in the age subgroups [10, 22, 17, 23]. But the physiological differences among the participants can affect the measurement of age dependent impacts on acoustic parameters.

Longitudinal studies for aging analysis of singing voice parameters has not been explored for professional singers on a larger scale. This study experimented aging effect using longitudinal data of a professional Bollywood female playback singer. Songs of wide span are collected according to the chronological order of song recording with age of the singer and acoustic features are extracted from them. The age related variations that induce in acoustic features like – F0, vocal range, vibrato, formants and spectral features are presented in the paper over the entire singer’s singing span. We also conducted voice quality assessment and experimented singer identification to find impact of aging.

II. METHOD

A. The Female Playback Singer

The aging analysis was carried on a professional playback singer. We selected the most respected female Indian playback singer – Lata Mangeshkar, the voice that dominated Bollywood music industry for more than five decades [24-25]. She had a long singing span career of more than six decades from 1949 to 2010. She has to her record of singing more than 25000 variety of songs in 20 different Indian languages. Known as a versatile singer, she had the ability to mould her voice and singing style according to the needs of the song at early stage in her singing career [26].

B. The Singer data

From more than thousands of songs sung by Lata Mangeshkar, we extracted nearly 350 cappella songs for performing the aging analysis. To overcome the effect of the interfering background music, we annotated manually the singing segments from the songs having no musical accompaniment. Our longitudinal data covered 62 years (1949 – 2010) of singing span of the singer that corresponds to singer age from 19 to 80 years. The distribution of songs with respect to recording year of the singer is shown in Fig 1.

The number of songs each year in the database differ depending on - availability of cappella segments from the songs and number of songs recorded by the singer each year. The length of each song in the database varies from a minimum of 3 sec to a maximum of 20 sec. The 350 songs in our in-house developed cappella database comprised nearly 750 cappella singing segments each of 3 sec duration, collected from commercially available CD recordings with sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.

C. The Acoustic Analysis Procedure

Six acoustic features namely – F0, vocal range, vibrato, formants and two spectral features were the focus of study in this paper. Consideration of these features together strongly accounted to precise description of aging effect on the vocal organs. All the features were extracted from cappella singing segments of 3 sec duration. In the preprocessing stage, the analyzing singing voice segment were divided into frames of 25ms, with 15ms of overlapping.

The cepstrum technique was used to isolate the glottal information from the vocal tract, for accurate estimation of F0. Fundamental frequency of each frame was computed applying center clipping autocorrelation on the cepstrum signal. Histogram and F0 contour were constructed from the F0s extracted from the frames of singing segment. The overall F0 corresponded to the highest bin of histogram. Using F0 contour, the vibrato parameters – rate and extent were extracted. The location of largest peak from the magnitude spectrum of the F0 contour described vibrato rate. The maximum and minimum deviation of the F0 contour from its mean in each vibrato period determined the vibrato extent. Formants were extracted using combination of Wavelet transform with Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) technique. The spectral peaks corresponding to the maximum amplitude were extracted as formants from each subband.

From the spectral features, we explored the spectral roll-off and centroid features whose spectral attribute are function of frequency. Spectral centroid represents spectral center of gravity i.e. it corresponds to the midpoint of spectral energy distribution [27]. It is defined as the average frequency weighted by the amplitudes present in the signal, divided by the sum of amplitudes.

\[
\text{Spectral centroid} = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} k X(k)}{\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X(k)}
\]

Spectral rolloff represents the frequency R below which certain fraction ‘\(\gamma\)’ of the spectral energy is concentrated.

\[
\sum_{k=R}^{k=N-1} |X(k)|^2 = \gamma \sum_{k=0}^{k=N-1} |X(k)|^2
\]

R is the highest frequency index which satisfies the spectral roll-off condition in Equation (2). This threshold ‘\(\gamma\)’ is observed to range from 70% to 95%. We selected the threshold as 95%.

All the analysis of acoustic features were done using programs developed in Matlab (version – R2013a).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Effect of Ageing on F0 of Singing Voice

Change in F0 is the most prominent effect observed in aging voice. For F0 analysis the average F0 values of all the songs from each year were computed. The plot of average F0 values over six decades covering the entire singing years of the singer is shown in Fig. 2.

The result of F0 analysis clearly indicated decrease in F0 with the age of the singer. Our longitudinal analysis result is congruent with other research studies showing decrease in F0 with aging in women [13-15, 17, 28-29]. The extent of fall when statistically measured was found to be 11.1% as compared to 22.1% reported by Jonathan et al. [15]. This clearly indicates a steady decrease in F0 of the singer as contrast to consistent decrease reported by Ulrich et al. [12] in their longitudinal study.

However our study is more consistent with Lortie et al. [10] that frequent singers show stability in F0. In the decades 60s to 80s, there was no significant effect of aging, revealing stable F0 characteristics of the singer. The obvious reason behind was that the singer in our study is a regular singer. It has been reported that voice of the professional singers take longer time to age, as they keep their laryngeal muscles strong by regular singing exercises [20]. The decrease in F0 in the later years of the singer may be related to hormonal effects observed in female singers.

B. Effect on Vocal Range of Singer

Vocal range describes the complete spectrum of notes that a singing voice can cover. For the analysis of vocal range, the highest and the lowest note covered by the singer were noted from the songs of each recording year. Fig. 3 shows the plot of maximum and minimum values of these notes.

It is observed that the F0 maximum is decreasing significantly with singer age and simultaneously there is an increasing trend observed in F0 minimum. This leads to a clear evidence of vocal range reduction with aging for the singer. The mean vocal range is observed to be substantially large (∼ 230.6 Hz) up to 1980s, but in the later years of singing there is noticeable reduction (∼ 115.53 Hz) by approximately 50%. Similar analysis of reduction in F0 range was reported in [17] for female adults in the age group 60 - 70 years. It is also reported that prolonged voice usage reduces the dynamic range of F0 [30-31].

C. Effect of Ageing on Vibrato

Vibrato information of the singer were extracted from the analysis of vibrato rate and extent. The plot of variation in average vibrato rate for the songs from each recording year of the singer is presented in Fig. 4.
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From the plot we observed a gradual decrease in the vibrato rate prominently from 1990’s. Reduction in vibrato rate with aging is reported in several studies [11, 32-35]. Ingo Titze et al. [36] reported reduction of 1–2 Hz in vibrato frequency with age. We observed a mean decrease of vibrato rate of 0.81 Hz in the later 30 years of singing span.

![Fig. 4 Average vibrato rate of the singer](image)

Table I presents a comparative analysis of the present study with previous studies on variations in the vibrato rate with singer aging. This table summarizes the statistical analysis and is helpful in understanding the overall trend of variations in vibrato rate with singer aging. It is observed that the rate of decrease of vibrato rate differs to some extent across the studies due to variations in the age groups of the participating singers and the span of observation. It is also observed that most of the research are based on cross-sectional studies. As the singers differ in the cross sectional studies, it is difficult to comment on the health status of the singers across the study, even though the researchers mention about selecting strong and healthy participants to volunteer for research studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Decrease in vibrato rate</th>
<th>Span of observation</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>0.53 Hz</td>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>7 singers from 30 and 60 age groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>0.9 Hz</td>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>20 singers, samples from different stages of the singers’ careers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>0.7 Hz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>21 singers from 20 and 65 age groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present study</td>
<td>0.81 Hz</td>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>Longitudinal study of a female singer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of vibrato extent of the singer is shown in Fig. 5. The analysis showed clear increase in vibrato extent with the age of the singer. Interestingly the investigation of vibrato rate and extent from Fig. 4 and 5, revealed a negative correlation between them. It is observed that in the last decade of singing span of the singer i.e. at around the singer age of 70 years, we saw increase in extent with simultaneous decrease in the rate. This analysis revealed the effect of aging on vocal chords resulting in its stretching and loss of elasticity. The change in vibrato characteristics as observed in our singer, who had been singing with vibrato her major part of singing span, gradually lost control of vibrato. On an average the vibrato extent has increased by 31.64 cent. Our longitudinal vibrato analysis supported the findings that with increasing age the singers observed decrease in vibrato rate and increased vibrato extent.

![Fig. 5 Average vibrato extent of the singer](image)

D. Effect of Ageing on Formants

Fig. 6 shows the variations in formant structure of five formants F1, F2, F3, F4 and F5. The aim of study was to explore the effect of aging on formants of singing voice, understand the formant variations and identify the impact on singer’s formant and on higher formants.

![Fig. 6 Variations in formant structure of female singer](image)
Analysis of formants for the singer showed clear impact on F2, F4 and F5. No significant impact was observed on formants F1 and F3 of the singer. Decrease in F2 frequency is observed with singer aging which is the most consistent finding with many research studies on formants especially for female singers [13, 15]. The rate of fall in F2 from 1950s to 2000s is 8.89%, although a slight increase is observed in the last decade. The center frequency of the singer’s formant from the analysis of F3 was found to be in the range 3100 – 3200 Hz. The analysis indicated that maximum energy concentrated region for the singer under investigation is invariant with respect to singer aging.

Formants F4 and F5 depend on the dimension of vocal tract. Decrease in F4 can be attributed to a possible lengthening of the vocal tract, due to slight lowering of the larynx with increasing age [12]. The extent of fall in F4 9.89% is more significant from 1950s till the last decade. Importantly, in the present study, we noticed another energy peak reinforcement in the region 7 – 7.4 KHz in the F5 in the later years of singer age. This relates to the finding of Sang-Hyuk et al. [37] that all trained singers show another energy concentrated region from 7 – 8.4 KHz.

E. Effect of Ageing on Spectral Features

Fig. 7 and 8 shows the change in spectral centroid and rolloff of the singer over the entire singing span. The noticeable effect observed is rapid change in the spectral centroid and rolloff in the later age of the singer. The increase in spectral centroid indicates shift in the spectral power distribution. Correlating formant with spectral centroid, it is evident that higher spectral centroid indicated presence of high formant in the singing voice. We had observed in the formant structure analysis of the singer that in the later years of singing, high frequency formant are reinforced (especially F5). These high frequency components eventually has caused shifting of spectral centroid frequency.
IV. SINGING QUALITY ASSESSMENT – SINGING POWER RATIO

Vocal fatigue is the frequently reported voice symptom by elderly singers. The prolonged and excessive use of voice leads to vocal fatigue that affects the quality of singing voice. Hoarseness, loss of control while singing, change in tone quality, and difficulty in sustaining duration of song are the common self-perception observations reported by the elderly singers. Voice quality, therefore, is an important indicator of the vocal health for an aging singer. The findings of Omori et al. [38] quantified singing voice quality by the measurement of singing power ratio (SPR). It is calculated using Equation (3).

\[
SPR = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{formantpeak2to4kHz}}{\text{formantpeak0to2kHz}} \right) 
\]

SPR highlights the strength of the singers’ formant cluster (F3, F4 & F5). With the absolute value of the logarithmic ratio, lower SPR measures indicate more intense resonance in the center frequency of the singer’s formant cluster. Table II presents the SPR analysis of the singer to analyze the effect of aging on the voice quality. To show a systematic evaluation of SPR analysis with the age of the singer, we divided the entire singer recording span into three parts; Recording span I, II and III. The correlation of recording span and the singer age range is also shown in Table II. The SPR measures were extracted from all the songs from each of the recording span category. Formants were averaged separately for each year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singer recording span</th>
<th>Singer age Range (years)</th>
<th>Mean SPR ± SD (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1949–1962 (14 years)</td>
<td>19 – 32</td>
<td>9.64 ± 1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963–1979 (17 years)</td>
<td>33 – 49</td>
<td>10.16 ± 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980–2010 (31 years)</td>
<td>50 – 80</td>
<td>13.9 ± 3.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As evident from Table II, we observed lower SPR measures in the early singing span of the singer. SPR measure has increased with the singer age. From Recording span I to III, we observed an increase of 6.51 dB. But this statistical value did not reveal significant change in the SPR measure. The effect may be related to positive impact of prolonged singing span of the singer under analysis. Clearly the analysis of SPR for our female professional playback singer show slight decline in quality of singing especially for the songs in Recording span III, an obvious impact of physiological changes in the vocal system.

V. EFFECT OF AGEING ON SINGER IDENTIFICATION

Singer identification (SID) is an important application of Music Information Retrieval system. Several research work on singer identification have tested the performance of the SID system for album songs, wherein the songs are recorded over a relatively short time span. The acoustic features extracted from such songs have relatively stable characteristics, resulting in higher performance of SID system. As discussed in the earlier section there are variations observed in the acoustic features if songs over large recording period are considered. These factors imposes challenges for the SID task. The aging effect on singer identification is a novel work we experimented in this paper.

Our longitudinal database of the female singer consists of nearly 350 cappella songs covering over 62 years (1949 – 2010) of singing span of the singer. In the first step of the experimentation, we divided the recording span of the singer in three parts and accordingly segregated the songs into different datasets – Dataset I, II and III as shown in Table III.

For the analysis of effect of aging on singer identification we used the acoustic features – vibrato, formants, spectral roll-off rate and harmonic spectral envelope (constructed from the F0 of singing voice). Considering these features along with their mean, variance, minima, maxima and peak magnitudes, we obtained 102-dimensional feature vector. Principle Component Analysis was applied on the input feature vector for dimension reduction to obtain an information – concentrated feature vector of dimension 1x60. We trained support vector machine classifier using training samples from the dataset and identified the test sample according to the largest discriminant function produced by the classifier.

We conducted the SID experimentation in three stages. A threefold cross validation approach is used to calculate the identification accuracy. In the first, we trained the classifier with songs from Dataset-I and tested the performance of the system with samples from Dataset-II and III. In the second stage, we used samples from Dataset-II and tested the performance of the system with samples from Dataset-I and III and so on in the third. Table IV shows the result of SID accuracy.

Dataset – III consists of songs in recording span that corresponds to the singers’ age from 50 – 80 years. The aging effect on the acoustic features of the singing voice are more pronounced on the songs from this dataset. As observed in Table IV, the singer identification accuracy for Dataset – III is least. Also the performance is poor when the SID system is trained with Dataset – III. Better performance is observed with Dataset – II, as the acoustic parameters of the singer have reached its stable characteristics due to frequent singing. Clearly the effect of aging singing voice on singer identification revealed that the age related variations in the acoustic features affect the SID performance. Efficient SID system needs to be incorporated to compensate the variations in the acoustic features, to accurately identify the aging singers.

![Image](51x594 to 259x618)
VI. CONCLUSION

We report longitudinal study of aging analysis of a professional female playback singer covering 62 years of her singing span. For the singer under analysis notable changes in the acoustical parameters with aging were observed especially in the last decade of singer’s singing span i.e. for the singer age from 65 to 80 years. Also the singing power ratio measure provide the empirical evidence of aging affecting the singing voice quality. The SID test performed with the large singing voice corpus of the singer also showed decline in performance with singer aging.

As the extent and speed of the vocal aging vary from singer to singer, it is difficult to generalize the aging effect variations among the singers. It entirely depends on the vocal health maintained by the singer and voice usage through prolonged singing. For the professional playback singer, Lata Mangeshkar, we observed a large span of nearly 60 years, wherein the acoustical parameters are relatively revealing expected performance. Our experimentation statistically proved why the singer had ruled the Bollywood music industry for a long duration and justified the title bestowed to her ‘The Nightingale of India’.
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Table III Classification of data for testing of SID performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singer recording span</th>
<th>Corresponding range of singer age (years)</th>
<th>Actual span of available songs</th>
<th>Dataset label</th>
<th>Number of songs in the Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1949 -1962 (14 years)</td>
<td>19 - 32</td>
<td>14 years</td>
<td>Dataset – I</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963 – 1979 (17 years)</td>
<td>33 - 49</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Dataset – II</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980 – 2010 (31 years)</td>
<td>50 – 80</td>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>Dataset – III</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV SID performance considering ageing effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training data</th>
<th>Testing data</th>
<th>SID Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset – I</td>
<td>Dataset – II</td>
<td>39.28</td>
<td>24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset – II</td>
<td>Dataset – III</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>48.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset – III</td>
<td>Dataset – II</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>23.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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